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Title word cross-reference

$2^n$ [49]. $2 \times 2$ [92, 111]. $2 \times m$ [51]. $2 \times n$ [108]. $3 \times 4$ [1]. $k$ [144]. $N$ [107]. $t^2$ [181]. $U$ [165].

650 [5].

distributed distributions dosage double doubly Duncan

effect effectiveness effects efficiencies efficiencies
distribution dosage double doubly Duncan

empirical equal equation

Equilibrium Equivalence error errors

Essais essentials estimate Estimating

Estimation estimator evaluators exact

examples Expectation Estimations estimator

Expected Experiences experiment experimental Experiments

exponential exponentials expository exposure

extension extreme

F

factorial factorials families

Fiducial finite finite

finite finite-state finite-state

Fisher [107]. Fisher [107].

fitting

fixed Flamant [96]. Foreword Formation

Four Four-way Frank [155]. free freedom

French [148]. frequencies Front function

functions [182, 143, 116, 131]

G

gamma general generalised

generalisation generalized generations Genetic

genetic geneticists geneticists

generation generations Genetic

G

heritability heterogeneity highly

histocompatibility homogeneity host [16, 38]

H

Hsu [92]. Human [89]. hybrids hypotheses

H

IBM [5]. IBM-650 immediate inbreeding

incomplete incompletely independent indexed indirect

inference information insects inter

J [92, 96]. jackknife [165].


population [107, 57, 136, 197, 195, 35]. populations [198, 68, 177, 118].
positive [176]. power [187, 55]. practical [54]. precision [65]. preliminary
probabilistic [193]. probabilities [185]. Probability [88, 167, 139]. probit
[158]. problems [23, 193, 54]. procedure [178, 102, 106]. process [107, 57].
processes [171]. processing [5]. Professor [78]. proportions [187].
Publications [155]. purpose [115, 192].

qualitative [23, 13]. quantal [171, 164, 172, 22]. Quantitative
[79, 188, 180]. quarter [49].
R [92, 96]. R. [82, 90, 87, 84]. randomness [73, 135]. range [21, 169]. rank
[117, 64, 58]. Rapid [33, 169]. rapports [148]. rates [197, 146]. ratio
[117, 68, 146]. ratios [33]. reciprocal [8]. Recognisable [88].
Recombination [79]. records [136]. recruitment [123]. rectangular
[152, 18, 1]. reference [7]. regions [7]. Regression
[119, 20, 42, 10, 7, 141, 60, 164, 17, 27, 66, 65]. relations [105]. relationship
[136]. removing [186]. reparameterization [131]. repeated [14].
repeated-measurements [14]. replicates [49]. replications [149].
research [122]. residual [39]. Response [48, 188, 159, 164, 172, 125].
responses [189]. results [111]. Review [95, 92, 96, 94, 93]. Robinson [166].
[96]. row [140]. rules [195].
s [101]. same [185]. Sample [68, 19, 177, 139, 58]. samples
[127, 2, 70, 47, 67]. sampling [36]. scaling [106]. Schwartz [96]. Sciences
[95]. scoring [190]. screening [58]. second [59]. Selection
[184, 176, 198, 5, 161, 130, 144, 56]. sensitivity [103, 164]. Sensory [32].
separation [2]. sequence [73]. sequences [145]. sequential
Sets [88, 176, 154, 102, 63, 140]. several [71, 197, 111]. sexlinked [104]. sib
[81, 92, 101, 74, 2, 33]. similar [103, 154]. simple [134, 170, 30, 63].
[116, 70, 67]. Sir [86, 83, 85]. situations [178]. size
[107, 57, 68, 19, 177, 195]. slope [7]. small [2, 110]. Society [98]. Some
[23, 44, 179, 90, 45, 140, 89, 50, 84, 182, 175, 131, 160, 47, 109, 30, 26, 137, 40, 65].
Son [148]. spaces [139]. Spearman [134, 24]. special [7]. specified
squares [174, 157, 63, 191, 39]. state [185]. statistical [193, 18, 179].
Statistics [86, 84, 34, 165]. Statistiques [95]. Stepwise [69]. Stochastic
subclass [180]. subclassification [186]. subpopulations [176]. Survey
synthesis [157]. system [38].

Table [92]. Tables [116, 188, 51, 108, 111, 53, 22, 92]. tagging [123]. tail [7].
Test [88, 101, 73, 117, 74, 147, 2, 33, 21, 110, 169, 163]. Testing
[92, 193, 102, 37, 32, 17]. tests [103, 187, 108, 128, 58]. their [142].
Theoretical [105, 30]. Theory [79]. thérapeutiques [96]. Three
three-way [150, 105, 71]. Tied [72]. Tied-double-change-over [72]. time
[159]. times [125]. Tisserand [95]. Tisserand-Perrier [95]. tracer [4].
transformation [192]. transition [185]. transmission [104]. treatment
[8]. treatments [145, 59, 174, 26, 140, 163]. trends [187, 63]. trials
[73, 183, 50]. triple [32, 1]. true [192]. Truncated [183, 116, 9, 70]. Two
[58, 52, 181, 10, 2, 71, 68, 120, 140]. two-level [52]. two-period [181].
two-sample [58]. two-way [71, 120]. Type [54].

units [181, 40]. Unusual [114]. upon [197]. Use [47, 101, 156, 164, 148].
used [146]. using [117, 4, 165, 169]. utilisation [148].

value [156, 130]. values [21]. variability [16]. variable [119]. variables
variance-covariance [194]. Variances [150, 68, 157]. variates [182].
variation [133]. variations [191]. viruses [126]. volume [7].

W [93]. way [150, 174, 105, 41, 71, 120, 17]. width [68, 19]. Wilcoxon
[117, 155]. within [176, 141]. within- [141]. without [8]. Work [87].
year [146]. Youden [59, 174].
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